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The crime to be handled only upon complaint is a crime that takes prosecutor’s 
statement as the requirements, in other words, the injured party appeals to the court to 
deal with it according to the stipulation in explicit terms of Constitution. The article 
first introduces the historical reform and the development in the world. Comparative 
analysis shows that the crimes to be handled only upon complaint has the profound 
theoretical basis, although it is a small part in the criminal law . Then it emphasizes 
the gist of principle of law,  that is the value of freedom, modesty, and benefits that 
the crimes to be handled only upon complaint manifests. The significance of value can be 
embodied through the judicature cases. The article elaborated present defects in the 
operation, and points out the legislation of this crime should be improved under the 
value. Finally , this article  put forward a new idea of the rehabilitated judicial 
process to improve the legislation of this crime. On one hand, it can sovle the demerit 
of the legislation of this crime , on the other hand it offers a more flexible 
solution ,and finally make the value of the criminal law achieve. The article is divided 
into five chapters to carry on the elaboration:  
.  the basic meaning and the current situation of the crime to be handled only upon 
complaint is explained in introduction,. 
In Chapter one, the author  illustrates the origin of this crime, the historical 
development of it and the reason for which it is still the essential component of the 
structure of criminal law after the division of criminal law and the civil law. 
In Chapter two , the author states the legislative development of the crime  in 
different countries and different law systems, and then makes a introspection  upon 
the current situation of the crime in China,. 
In Chapter three, it focuses on  the value of the autonomous-complaint crime in 
the view of criminal law , which are separately called  the value of freedom , 
modesty and efficacy in the criminal law. 
In Chapter four,  the shackles and restrictions of current private prosecution 
towards  crime rules is laid out , and the issues which needs to be improved are 
explained. 
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大约 19 世纪中叶，在《加洛林纳法典》的影响下建立了检察院。1877 年 2
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